ILLANG and Sprague2 have described a method M for using punched card equipment in predicting the performance of corn double crosses from data on the single crosses among the parental inbred lines. Their method required hand sorting of the single-cross data cards to group them properly for the predictions. A procedure now has been developed which permits all operations to be made by machine.
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For convenience in making the double-cross predictions, Millang and Sprague prepared a mimeographed list3 of all of the possible double crosses among the different numbers of inbred lines up to and including 16 lines. The authors identify the inbred parents of their double crosses by code letters arranged in alphabetical order. The single crosses among these lines are identified by a code number. The double crosses then are listed, the coded pedigree and the identifying code numbers of the four single crosses used to predict its performance being shown for each double cross.
In order to adapt the above list of double crosses to the new method of predicting, the listed double crosses are numbered consecutively ; n the-sequence they occur in the mimeographed publication. These numbers then are used to identify them in the machine operations.
Procedure
The new procedure is most easily described by using a specific example. The example chosen is that of predicting the 630 double crosses from the 45 single crosses representing all of the possible combinations among I O inbred lines. A similar procedure would be used for predicting the performance of the double crosses among any other number of parental inbred lines.
Step A .-The first operation is to punch master cards for the 630 double crosses. The following information on eakh double cross is punched on its proper card: ( I ) the double-cross number, (2) the coded pedigree, and After the cards have been punched, th course, be carefully verified.
Step B.-Data on the 45 single crosse on cards in the same manner as suggest and Sprague. We have punched the dat groups of single crosses among different p the same set of 45 cards, thereby perm diction of as many as four groups of dou the same operations.
Step C.-After the 45 cards have been verified they are each duplicated 5 5 tim total of 56 cards for each of the 45 singl will make a grand total of 2 , 5 2 0 cards or each of the 630 double crosses to be pred
The necessary cards are now available problem is to punch the double-cross n card of each of the four single crosses used performance. For example, double-cross need to be punched into one card each crosses numbered 2 , 3, 4, and 5 . This o complished through the use of the mas scribed under Step A.
The system for gstablishing the double into the proper single-cross cards will be o two methods, namely: (I) procedure wh is available and ( 2 ) procedure when a co able.
